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SECOND MEETING
Monday, 30 May 1955 at 2 p.m.
Designating Country

Present
Dr S. AL-WAHBI, Chairman

Iraq

Dr R . ЮСНГАЙ, Vice-Chairman

Indonesia

Dr 0. VARGAS-MÉNDEZ, Vice-Chairman

Costa Rica

Dr R. AZUMA

Japan

Dr L. BERNARD (alternate to Professor Parisot)

France

Dr H. van Zile HIDE

United States of America

Dr M . JAFAE

Pakistan

Professor H . M. JETTMAR

Austria

Dr J. A. MpNTALVSÍl

Ecuador

Professor N: N. PESONEN

Finland

Dr J. J. du Pré IE ROUX, Rapporteur

Union of South Africa

Dr G. SEGURA

Argentina

Dr A. da SILVA TRáVASSOS, Rapporteur

Portugal

Dr E. SUAREZ

Chile

Dr H. EL-TAHER (alternate to Dr Pharaon)

Saudi Arabia

Dr R. TUMBOKON

Philippines

Dr P. VOLLENWEIDER

Switzerland
Secretary: Dr M. G. CAMDAU
Director- General

Representatives of the United Nations and Specialized Agencies
International Labour Organisation

Mr J. REYNAUD

Food and Agriculture Organization

Mr R. ORTIZ

Observers for Other Governmental and Non-governmental Organizations
Fédération dentaire internationale

Dr R. M. RUFF
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1.

UNICEF/WHO JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY - APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO RE&ÏÙVÔÉ23
THOSE WHOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD HAS EXPIRED: Item 3.2 of^ the
Agenda (Resolution EB13cR83)
‘

••

.за

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the retiring members of the Board who were also
rneinbers of. the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy were Professor Fer^éÊra
and Dr Mackenzie.

r>

A replacement would also be needed for Dr Anwar, in siccoi^dáiítíe 工工

with the policy discussed at the previous meeting.

) ;

Síií

Professor Saleh.
He would like to nominate for these vacancies:

;j:flJ3

The retiring alternat'è - WaS

1

S' 0
‘上。

Dr Vargas-Méndez

alternate)> Professor Pesonen and Dr Azuma, as members.

and Dr

as alternates.
There being no further nominations, he proposed the following draft resolution
for adoption by the Board:
The Executive Board
APPOINTS Dr R. Azuma, Professor N. N . Pesonen and Dr 0# Vargas-íféndez to
replace Dr S. Anwar, Professor M . J. Ferreira and Dr M. Mackenzie as members of
the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy, and Dr R, Pharaon and

④

Dr E . Suarez to replace Professor J. S. Saleh and Dr 0- Vargas-Méndez as
'хоаЧ
alternates, making the composition of the Committee as follows:
....i - * * -.ci , [.i ».‘
Members
- Dr R . Azuma, Dr H . van Zile Hyde, Professor N . N e Pesonen, Dr 0 . Vargas“ ~~“
‘ d •： л上
Méndez and Dr S . Al-Wahbi； Alternates - Dr R» Pharaon and Dr E« Suarez•
"
sricf ïo
Decision:

The draft resolution was adopted (resolution EB16.R13). •上于
j'.friL^cO rCliXïni'JS
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2. ' STANDING COMMITTEE ON NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS - APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS
TO REPLACE fflOSE WHOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD HAS ЕХР1Щ):
Item 3.3 of the Agenda (Resolution БВ15.Rl)
The CHAIRMAN said the members of the Standing Committee on Non-governmental
Organizations to be replaced were Professor Andersen and Dr Mackenzie.

Hg would

suggest Dr Segura and Dr Vollenweider as the new members.
.There being no further observations, he proposed, the following draft resolution
for adoption by ttie Board:
The Executive Board
APPOINTS Dr G. Segura and Dr P» Vollenweider as new members to serve
on the Standing Committee on Non-governmental Organizations during their
terms of office on the Executive Board, in. addition to Dr H. van Zile Hyde,
Professor H . M. Jettmar and Dr J.- J. c'u Pré Le Roux, already members of the
Standing Committee#
•

V

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (resolution EB16.R14).
Professor JETTMâR wished again to draw attention to the desirability of having
all the information on non-governmental organizations in relationship with the
Organization set out in a single cJocument •
of the Standing Committee.

That would greatly facilitate the work

It might even be advisable, he felt, to ask each of those

organizations to sutait an annual report to the Organization, so as to enable the
Standing Committee better to judge the usefulness of maintaining the relationship•
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, in accordance wi^/h a previous request of the
Executive Board, information about new non-governnental organizations requesting
relationship with WHO was ssnt to members of the Standing Committee three months
prior to the session at irtiich applications were to be examined.

Furthermore, there

would be prepared for the seventeenth session of the Executive Board, in accordance
with resolution EB15.R54, a paper recalling all pertinent resolutions and providing
an analysis of experience gained with regard to the interpretation of the criteria
for admission^ together with details of both the usefulness and the cost to WHO of
relations with non-governmental organizations.

3.

COMMITTEE ON ARREARS OF CCNTRIFJTIONS Ш RESPECT OF THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL
D'HYGIENE PUBLIQUE “ APPOINTMENT TO REPLACE. MEMBER WHOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE
EXECUTIVE BOARD HAS EXPIRED: Item 3-4 of the Agenda (Resolution EB12.R19)
The CHAIRMAN recallsd that Professor Andersen was the retiring member from the

Committee on Arrears of Contributions in respect of OIHP and suggested Dr da Silva
Travassos as his successor.

Members of the Committee from Europe were usually-

elected, he explained, so that the Committee could meet with less cost to the
Organization.
He proposed the following draft resolution for adoption by the Board:
The Executive Board,
Having considered resolution WHA8.15, concerning the arrears of contributions
due in respect of the Office International d'îfygiène Publique,
1.

RESOLVES to sqppoint a committee for three members as follows :

Profeesor J . Parisot, Di« A . da Silva Travassos, and Dr P. Vollenweider¡
2.

AUTHORIZES the Committee to approve on behalf of the Board the final

settlement of the debts of the States concerned； and

EB15/Min/2 R e v . l

3.
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REQUESTS the Committee to submit a report on this subject to subsequent

sessions of the Board.
Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (resolution 3B16.R15).

4-

COMMITTEE ON MALARIA ERADICATION:

Item 3.5 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA8.30)

The CHAIRM/iN called attention to resolution 1Ш.8.30, in which the Eighth World
Health Assembly authorized the Executive Board, or a committee of the Board to which
it might delegate authority to act between sessions, to accept contributions to the
Malaria Eradication Special Account and to advise the Director-General on any questions
of policy relating to the administration of the Special Account or to the implementation
of the programme.
Dr van Zile HYDE thought that some difficulty mi^it be encountered regarding the
acceptance of contributions to the Special Account, (1) because such contributions
were receivable in any usable currency or in kind, and (2) because they m i ^ t emanate
from sources whichvrould. put their own interests above those of WHO.

The greatest

care would therefore have to be taken in crediting the Special Account with voluntarycontributions, and he felt that the Board should likewise be very careful what
authority it delegated to any special committee.
Dr JAFAR agreed that the Board must in no way co-operate, even indirectly, with
any vested interests.
Dr SEGURA, felt that some of the problems with which the Board would be
faced might bo rather involved and delicate;

and that it would moreover be some

-27
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time before the malaria eradication programme got under way.
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It mi^it therefore be

possible to defer setting up a committee until the next session of the Board.

The

Board could then consider the e^qperience that WHO had acquired in the interim and
decide whether the functions delegated to it by the Health Assembly should be
performed bj the Board as a whole or by a committee •
The DIRECTOR-GENERA^ thought that Dr Hyde ' s point about voluntary contributions
applied not only to contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account but
to any voluntary girts or bequests•

As the Board know, there already was a

Committee on Gifts or Bequests•
Dr I«3NTALVÀN felt that the Board should establish a committee to act between
sessions.

During the discussion of the malaria eradication pro^amme at the Eighth

World Health Assembly the point had been stressed that the Director-General could not
accept voluntary contributions but that the Health Assembly or the Board could； Part
IV of the Assembly resolution had been included for that very reason.

However, since

the Board could not always be meeting to receive contributions, a standing с conmittee
should be set up irtxich could do so.
Dr LE ROUX agreed with Dr Hyde as to the care required in accepting voluntary
contri but ions。

As to the advisory functions of a standing committee, he wondered

whether the Director-General would be ready to assume the responsibility for policy
until the next session of the Executive Board or whether, in view of the publicity
the malaria eradication campaign was receiving, he would want advice before that
session.

In the latter event, he himself would suggest that the Board set up a

committee which would only advise the Director-General and would not accept contributions to the Special Accounts

The wording of resolution of /JHA8.30 did not in^ose

any obligation on the Board to set up a committee with both functions.

-28'-
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Dr BERNARD though that there might be some difficulty if no committee was set
up and yet a Member State wished to make a voluntary cpritribution before the next
session of the Executive Board-

In his opinion any committee set up should deal

with contributions rather than with the administration of the Special Account or
with matters of policy, which were so important that they should be thoroughly
discussed in the full Executive Board before the terms of reference of any committee
J

in tha ;. respect could be decided.

As he read resolution WHA8.30, a committee of the

Board would merely continue the work of the Board between sessions, and unless the
Board had fully discussed questions of policy the committee could hardly be e j e c t e d
to advise the Director-General on thenu
Dr JAFAR asked the Director-General what he would expect of the committee between
the present time and the next session of the Boards

The policy of the malaria

eradication programme was surely fully covered in the resolution of the Health
Assembly;

it might be however that assistance would be required in connexion with

the acceptance of voluntary contributions a
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that questions of general policy in connexion with
malaria eradication would not be the main difficulty, but that there might be certain
complications in connexion with the voluntary contributions from sources other than
governments.

Policy difficulties could probably wait until the next session of the

Executive Board， but he would hesitate to give an answer about voluntary contributions.
Dr SEGURA said that it was important to know, before a decision was taken on
whether or riot to set up a coinmittee, how such a committee would work.
how many members would it be composed?

First, of

Secondly^ if it were to deal merely with

- 2 9
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contributions, would it have to meet to decide on every offer, or could its business
be conducted by correspondence?

If by correspondence, it would appear that the work

could be done just as well ly the vrtiole Board.
Dr JAFAR said that, in view of the Director-General's statement, he would propose
that the question of setting up a committee be deferred, until the seventeenth session
of the Executive Board.

There would seem to be no difficulty with regard to government

contributions, and offers from other sour coa might well wait until January 1956 before
a decision was taken on them^
Dr van Zile HYDE did not agree with Dr Jafar that there would be no difficulties
regarding government contributions.

Part III of resolution WHA8.30 said that the

Special Account should be credited with voluntary contributions received in any usable
currency and also with the value of contributions in kind, whether in the form of
services or supplies and equipment.

Who was to determine whether a currency was

usable, and who was to determine the value of contributions in kind?
Dr MONTALVAN thought that the Board should not delay taking a decision on a matter
whose urgency had been so frequently stressed in the Health Assembly.

In his opinion,

a committee should be set up to accept voluntary contributions at times \Aien the
Executive Board was not in session.

1

In answer to Dr Segura s question^ he would

suggest that the terms of reference of the committee be so set out as to permit the
committea to conduct its discussion on certain matters by correspondence, thus
saving the expense of continual meetings•
Dr van Zile HYDE thought that there was some confusion among members of the Board
as to the functions of either the Board or a committee under the terms of Part IV of
resolution WHA8.30,

The malaria eradication programme itself was provided for in

EBl6/Viin/2 Rev.l
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Parts I and П of the resolution and was to be financed from the regular budget and
under the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance • The question of
a Special Account was dealt with in Parts III and ВГ, and, as he saw it, the poli07
questions which a committee would have to deal with were those questions of policy
affecting the Special Account, Delay in setting up a committee would therefore cause
no delay in implementing the malaria eradication programme»
1

The CHAIBMâN put to the vote Dr Ja far s proposal to defer the question of setting
up a coinmittee until the seventeenth session of the Executive Board, pointing out that
it meant in effect that the Board as a \Aole would accept the responsibility for the
functions mentioned in Part IV of resolution WHA8.30.
Decision: Dr Jafar丨s proposal was accepted by 13 votes to 3 with no
abstentions•
Dr van Zile HYDE said that in view of the way in which the Chairman had presented
1

Dr Jafar s proposal, it should be made quite clear that the Committee on Gifts or
Bequests was precluded from considering voluntary contributions to the Malaria
Eradication Special Account, although it would prestunably be able to accept gifts
intended for malaria control in general.
Dr JAFAR wished it to be made quite clear that decisions would have to be taken by
the Board in session and not by correspondence. The opinions of individual members of
the Board could not be considered decisions of the Board•
Dr VAHG^-M¿NDEZ asked for an opinion as to vrtiether the reference to "the implementation of the programme" at the end of Part 15Г of resolution ША8.30 mslB órúy toi 广
implemantation of the prograime so far

the Special Account 〜las concerned»
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to Dr Hyde and Dr Vargas-Méndez, said that 油lie
such mi^it be the views of the Board, only the Health Assembly could interpret ite own
resolutions.

.

With reference to the statement made by Dr Jafar, he expressed disappointment
that the Board could not accept contributions by correspondence, and pointed out that
it might therefore be necessary to convene special sessions of the Board.
The CHAIRMAN proposed for adoption the following draft resolution:
The Executive Board,
Considering the decision of the Eighth World Health Assembly that the
World Health Organization should take the initiative in the inclementation
of a programme having as its objective tho world-wide eradication of malaria；
Considering that the Ei^tith World Health Assembly established a Malaria
Eradication Special Account to be used for specified purposes, in accordance
with Financial Regulations 6*6 and 6.7,
1 . REQUESTS the Director-General to continue with the implementation of
the programme as set out in resolution ША8.30, sections I, II and
and
2,
DEFERS until its seventeenth session the consideration of the establishment
and the terms of reference of a committee to act between sessions of the Board,
as authorized in section IV of that resolution.
Decision； The draft resolution was adopted unanimously.

(Resolution EB16.R16)

The meeting was suspended at 3.40 p.m. and was resumed at $.25 p.m.

5.

APPROVAL OF TEXT OF RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE SIXTEENTH SESSION
(Resolutions EB16.R1 - EB16.R16)

The CHAIRMAN explained that formal approval of the resolutions adopted was
necessary because the texts had not been distributed 48 hours earlier as required
by the Rules of.Procedure

~ 32 EBl6/Min/2 R e v . l

Appointments to Expert Advisory Panels and Committees (EB16.R1)
Report of the UNICEF/ШО Joint Committee on Health Policy (SB16.R2)
The text of these two resolutions was approved without comment.
Technical Discussions at the Ninth World Health Assembly (EB16.R3)
Dr MOCHTAR wondered whether the procedure for the technical discussions at
future Health Assemblies could not be arranged differently.

The best method would

perhaps be to devote the first day of discussion to a technical introduction to the
subject chosen and the second to the general discussion.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that discussion on the substance of the question, had
already been closed.

The Board was merely considering the text of the resolution

adopted.
The text of the resolution was approved as originally adopted.
Theme for 泌orId Health Day (EB16.R4)
The text of the resolution was approved.
Organizational Study on Programme Planning (EB16.R5)
Dr MONTALVAN felt that the text of the resolution did not correspond to the
wishes of the Board, as expressed in the discussion.

He therefore suggested a

redrafting to state more concisely what was wanted.
The DIRECTCE-GENERAL said that the final phrase in the operative paragraph
provided for tiie remarks of members of the Board to be taken into account in ths
preparation of the stu«iy； those remarks were reflected in the minutes of the meeting*

33
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Dr MONTaLVAN agreed not to ргезз his poirrte
The text of the resolution was approved0
..•'...'

....

_
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Date and Place 。f the Ninth World Health Assembly (EB16.R6)
Date and Place of the Seventeenth Session of the Executive Board ( m 6 , R 7 )
Allotments Issued Under Regular Funds (EBl6。R8)
Establishment of the Regional Office for Ешч>ре In Copenhagen (EB16.R9)
.'ft.ms^rs B g ^ a j e c t i o n s of, the

Ap^OBriatlon Resolution (EBjLó.RlOj

Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board (д31б.Н11)
The texts of these resolutions were successively approved without oommerrt.
Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (EE].6。R12)
Dr van Zile HÏDS considered that the wording of paragraph II, 2, did not cover
every possibility;

for instance, a government might decide to change the member

which it designated to the Executive Board。 He therefore suggested a rewording to
meet every contingency.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that， if the suggestion of Dr Hyde was accepted,
mention would also have to be made in the paragraph of Rule 2 of the Board's Rules of
Procedure, which ma.de provision for the State Mender to change the person it designated*
Decision:

The following rewording of paragraph II, 2 was adopted5

"DECIDES that,in the event that any of the above-named persons is unable
to attend its meetings, his successor or alternate member of the Board
designated by tha govermient concerned, in aoc^rdance with Rule 2 or Rule 3
of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board, shall participate in the
work of the Committee*"
The text of the resolution was approvod, ac amendai, and with minor drafting changes<
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UNIOEFAJHO Joint Committee on Health Policy (EB16.R13)
Standing Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations (EB16，R1A)
Committee on Arrears of Contributions in Respect of the Office^International d'tfyelehe
ШШзае (EB16。R1 边
Malaria Eradication Programme (EB16.R16)
The text of these resolutions was approved without comment.
The CHàIRMN said, that the Board had now completed its agenda.

Before clesing

the session, he would like to thank members for their co-operation and for the
expeditious way in which they had dealt with business.

He would wish them all

Godspeed on their return journeys.

The meeting rose at 6.55 p.m.
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1.

UNICEF/ЛгаО JOINT COKMITTEE ON HEâLTH POLICY - APFOINTKENT OF MEMBERS TO REPLACE
THOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD HÊS EXPIRED: Item 3.2 of the Agenda
(Resolution EB13.R83)
The СНА1ШЛ recalled that the retiring members of the Board who were also-members
•

.

.

of the IJNICEF/VHO Joint Committee were Professor Ferreira and Dr Mackenzie, ¿ replacement would also be needed for Dr Anwar, in accordance wilii the policy decided 1фоп at
the previous meeting. The retiring alternate was Professor Saleh.
He would like to nominate for these vacancies î Dr Vargas-Mendez (at present an
alternate), Dr Pesonen and Dr Azuma， as members； and Dr Pharaon and Dr Suarez as
alternates.
There being no further ^minations ; he proposed the following draft resolution
for adoption by the Board:
The Executive Board
APPOINTS Dr R, Агглпа, Professor N„ Pesonen and Dr 0. Vargas-Méndez to replaça
Dr S , ¿nwar, Professor M, J, Ferreira and Dr M , Mackenzie as members of the
ÜNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy, and Dr R, Pharaon and Dr E . Suárez
Herreros to replace Professor J, S . Saleh and Dr 0, Vargas-Mén¿32 as alternates,
making the ©imposition of the Committee as follows :
Members - Dr R . Azuma, Dr H. van Zile Hyde, Professor N . Pesonen, Dr 0, VargasMéndez and Dr S , Al-Wabbi¿ Alternates ^ - Dr P>. Pharaon and Dr E, Sxiárez Herreros.
Deoiglon?

Jlh^-dradPt iresolution was adopted.
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2.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON NON-GOVERNKENTâL ORGâNmTIONS: APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS
TO REPUCE THOSE WHOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD HAS EXPIRED:
Item 3,3 of the Agenda (Resolution EB15.KL)
The СНА1ЮШ1 said the members of the Standing Conmittee on Non-governmental

Organizations to be replaced were Professor Andersen and Dr Mackenzie. He would
suggest Dr Segura and Dr Vollenweider as the new menbers •
There being no further observations, he proposed the following draft resolution
for adoption by the Bosrd:
"The Executive Board
APPOINTS the following as new mecibers: Dr G. Segura, Dr P . Vollenweider to serve on the Standing Committee on Non-governmental Organizations during
their terms of office on the Executive Board, in addition to Dr H , von Zile ^yde.
Professor H. M . ¿？attnar and Dr J . J, du Pre Le Roux, alrea<fy nienibers of the
Standing Committee."
Decision: The draft resolution vas adopted.
Professor JETTK^R wished again to draw attention to the desirability of having
all toe information on non-governmental organizations in relationship with the
Organization set out in a single document. That would greatly facilitate the work of
the Standing Conmittee. It might even be advisable, he felt, to ask each of thoee
organizations to submit an annual report to the Organization, so as to allow the
Standing Conmittee better to judge the usefulness of maintaining the relationship•

EBie/Miji/2
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The^DIHECTQR^aENFiRML said thaVJLn^accordam^ vitb a previous request of the
Executive Board, information about new non-governmental organizations requesting
relationship with WHO was sent to members of the Standing Committee three months
prior to the session at which applications were to be examined«

Furthermore there

would \)e prepared for the seventeenth session of the Executive Boar:, in accordance
with resolution EB15.R54� a paper recalling all pertinent resolutions and providing
an analysis of experience gained with regard to the interpretation of the criteria
for admission, together with details of both the useflolness and the cost to WHO of
relations with non-governmental organizations •

3,

COMMITTEE
ON AEKEARS OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN RESPECT OF THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL
f
D HYGIENE PUBLIQUE: APPOINTMENT TO REPLACE MEMBER WHOSE TERM OF OFFICE ON THE
EXECUTIVE BOLBÎ) HAS EXPIRED: Item ЗЛ of the Agenda (Resolution EB12^E19)
The СНА1ЕШЛ recalled that Professor Andersen was the retiring member from the

Committee on Arrears of Contributions in respect of OIHP and suggested Dr Travassos
as his successor^

Members of the committee he explained, were usually elected from

Europe so that the committee could meet with less cost to the Organization,
He proposed the following draft resolution for adoption by the Boards
w

The Executive Board,

Having considered resolution WHâ8.15� concerning the arrears of contrihutiona
due in respect of th© Office International d'Hygiène Ptiblique,
la

RESOLVES to appoint a committee of three members as follows : Professor J a

Parisot, Dr A # da Silva Travassos, and Dr P # Vollenweiderj
2„

AUTHORIZES the committee to approve on behalf of the Board the final

settlement of the debts of the States concernedj and

EBl6/ïiin/2
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3.

REQUESTS the coinmittee to submit a report on this subject to subsequent

sessions of the Board,
Decision:

K.

H

The draft resolution was adopted#

SLIDING СОЖЕТТЕЕ ON MALARIA ERADICATION:
WHA8.30)

Item 3^5 of the Agenda (Resolution

The OiAIBMÍJí called attention to resolution WHA8.30, in ^lich the Eighth World
Health Assembly authorized the Executive Board, or a committed of the Board to which it
ml^it delegate authority to act between sessions ^o accept contributions to the
Malaria Eradication Special Acccuat and to advise the Director-General on any questions
relating to the administration of the Special Account or to the Inqplementatlon of the
programme«
Dr van Zile HYDE thou^it that some difficulty mi^it be encourrtered regarding the
acceptance of contributions to the Special Account, (1) because such contributions
were receivable in any \дг.Ы1в currency or in kind and (2) because they nd^it emanate
from sources \Aiich would put their own interests above those of UHO t

The greatest care

would therefore have to Ъ© taken in crediting the Special Account with voluntary
contributions, and he felt that tiie Board should likewise be very careful what
authority it delegated to any special committee»
Dr JAFAR agreed that the Board muat in no way co'-operate even indirectly with
any vested interestsc
Dr SEGUEA felt that some of the problems with \diich the Board would be faced
sd^it be rather involved and delicate, and that on the other hand it voxald be aowe
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time before the malaria eradication programme got under way; it mi^it therefore be
possible to defer setting up a committee until the next session of tbe Bov^rd*

The

Board could then consider the experience that WHO hod acquired in the interim and
decide -whether the functions delegated to it by the Health Assembly should be
performed by the Board as a whole or by a committeef
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thou曲t that Dr Hyde's point about voluntary contributions
would apply not only to contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account but
to any other voluntary gifts or bequests. As the Board knew, there already was a
Committee on Gifts and Bequests»
Dr MONTALVAN felt that the Board should establish a committee to act between
sessions0

During the discussion of the malaria eradication programme at the Eighth

World Health Assembly the point hád been stressed that the Director"General could not
accept voluntary contributions but that the Heal th Assembly or the Board couldj F crt
IV of the Assembly resolution had been included for that very reason.. However^ since
the Board could not always be meeting to receive contributions, a standing committee
should be set up which could do so.>
' D r LE ROUX agreed with Dr Hyde as to the саге required in accepting voluntary
contributions»

As to the advisoiy functions of a standing committee, he wondered

whether the Director-General would be reedy to assume the responsibility for policy
until the next session of the Executive Board or whether, in view of the publicity
the malaria eradication cannaign was receiving, he would want advice before that
session. In the latter event, he himself would suggest that the Boord set up a
committee vrtiich would only advise the Director-General and would not accept contrihutions to the Special Acco\int#

The wording of resolution VffîAÔ^O did not impose any

obligation on the Board to set up a committee with both functionsd
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Dr BERNARD thought that there might be some difficulty if no committee vas set
up and yet a Member State wished to make a voluntary contribution before the next
session of the Executive Board. In his opinion any committee set up should deal
with contributions rather than with administration of the Special Account or with
matters of policy, which were so important that they should be thoroughly discussed in
the full Executive Board before the terms of reference of any COTiniittea in that respect
could be decided. As he read resolution WHA8.30, a committee of the Board would merely
continue the work of the Board between sessions, and unless the Board had fully
discussed questions of policy the committee could hardly be expected to advise the
Director-General on them,
Dr JAFAR asked the Director-General what he would expect of the committee between
the present time and the next session of the Board• As to the policy of the malaria
eradication programme, that was surely fully covered in the resolution of the Health
Assembly;

it night be however that assistance would be required In connexion with the

acceptance of voluntary contributions.
The DIHECTOR-GENERAL thought that questions of general policy in connexion with
malaria eradication would not be the main difficulty, but that there mi块t be certain
complications in connexion with the voluntary contributions from sources other than
governments. Policy difficulties could probably wait until the next session of the
Executive Board, but he would hesitate to give an answer about voluntary contributions•
Dr SEGUIA said that it was important to know, before a decision was taken on
whether or not to set up a committee, how such a committee would work#
many members would it be conposod?

First, of how

Secondly, if it were to deal merely with

business
the work

1

Dr JAFAR said that, in view of the Director-General s statement, he would propose
that the question of setting up a committee be deferred until the seventeenth session
of the Executive Board. There would seem to、be no difficulty with regard to government
contributions, and offers from other sources might well wait until January 1956 before
a decision was taken on them.
Dr

Zile HÏDE did not agree with Dr Jafar that there would be no difficulties

regarding government contributions. Part III of résolution ШАВшЗО said that the
Special Account should be credited with voluntary contributions received in any usable
currency and also with the value of contributions in kind, whether in the form of
services or supplies and equipment»

Who was to determine whether a currency were usable

and who was to determine the value of contributions in kind?
Dr MONTALVAN thought that the Board should not delay taking a decision on a matter

the urgency of which had been so frequently stressed in the Health Assembly*

In hie

opinion, a committee should be set up to accept voluntary contributions at times when
1

the Executive Board was not in session. In answer to Dr Segura s question, he would
suggest that the terms of reference of the committee be so set out as to permit the
committee to conduct its business by correspondence on certain matters, thus saving the
expense of continual meetings•
Dr van Zile НПЕ thou澳t that there was some confusion among members of the Board
as to the functions of eitiier the Board or a committee under the Ьещз of Part IV of
resolution WHA8.30. The malaria eradication programe itself was provided for in
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Parts I and П of the resolution and was to be financed from the regular budget and
under the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance• The question of
a Special Account was dealt with in Parts II工 and I\T, and, as he saw it, the policy
questions which a committee would have to deal with were those questions of policy
affecting the Special Account, Delay in setting up a committee would therefore cause
no delay in implementing the malaria eradication programme•
]

The CHAIRMàN put to the vote Dr Jarar s proposal to defer the question of setting
up a committee m^til the seventeenth session of the Executive Board, pointing out that
it meant in effecrt that the Board as a whole would accept the responsibility for the
functions mentioned in Part IV of resolution WHÊ.3.301

Decision; Dr Jafar s proposal was accepted by 13 votes to 3 with no
abstentions•
Dr van Zile HYDE said that in view of the way in which the Chairman had presented
1

Dr Jafar s proposal, it should be made quite clear that the Committee on Gifts and
Bequests was precluded from considering voluntary contributions to the Malaria
Eradication Special Account, although it would presumably be able to accept gifts
intended for malaria control ±n general,,
Dr JAFAR wished it to be made quite clear that decisions would have to be taken by
the Board in session and not by correspondence•

The opinions of individual members of

the Board could not be considered decisions of the Board,
Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ asked for an opinion as to whether the reference to "the implemen
tation of the programme" in Part IV of Resolutior WM8,30 was only to implementation
of the programme so far as the Special ¿.ccount vas concerned•
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The DIRECTOR-GEKERâL, in reply to Dr Hyde and Dr Vargas, said that while such
might be the views of the Board, only the Health Assembly could interpret its own
resolutions•
With reference to the statement made by Dr Jafar, he expressed disappointment
that- the Board could not «accept contributicns by correspondence, and pointed out that
it might therefore be necessary to convene special sessions of the Boards
The CHâlRMâN proposed for adoption the following draft resolution:
"The Executive Board,
Considering the decision of the Eigb.th World Health Assembly that the
World Health Organization should take th© initiative in the implementation
of a programme having as its objective the world-wide eradication of malaria;
Considaring that the Eighth World Health Assembly established a Malaria
Eradication Special Account to
used for specified purposes, in accordance
with Financial Regulations 6^6 and 6。7�
1. REQUESTS the Director-General to continue with the implementation of
the programme as set out in résolution WHA.8,30, sections I, II, and III j and
2«
DEFERS -ontil its seventeenth session the consideration of the
establishment arid the terms c:C reference nf a committee to act between
sessions of the Board, as authorized in section
Decision?
The

5,

The draft resolution was adopted unanimously
弋？y^O^m,,,and Щ^езшаед. a^

APPROVAL OF TEXT OF RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE SIXTEENTH SESSION
(Resolutions EBiócRl - EB:i6,Rl6)
The CHA.IRMA.N explained bhat formal approval of the resolutions adopted was

necessary because the texts had not been distributed forty-eight hours in advance as
required by the Rules of ProcedurGe
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Appointments to Expert Advisory Panels and Co?¡fflit.tee3 (EB16.R1)
Report of the UNIOEFAMO Joint Ckaamittee, on Health Policy (EBl6,R2)
The text of these two resolutions was approved without comment.
Technical Discussions at the Ninth World Health Assembly (EB16.R3)
Dr MOCHTAR wondered whether the procedure for the technical diseussions at
future Health Assemblies could not be arranged differently.

The best method would

perhaps be to devote the first day of discussion to a technical introdttcti<m t« the
subject chosen and the second to the general discussion.
The CHàIRMàN pointed eut that discussion on the substance yf the question had
already been closed.

The Board was merely considering the text of the resolution

adopted.
The text of the resolution was approved as originally adopted.
Theme for World Health Day (EBl6.R¿)
The text of the resolution was approved.
Organizational Study on Programme Planning (EB16.R6)
Dr MONTàLVAN felt that the text of the resolution did not correspond to the
wishes ef the Board, as expressed in the discussion.

He therefore suggested a

redrafting to state more concisely what was wanted.
The DIRBOTCE-GEMRAL said that the final phrase in the operative paragraph
provided for the remarks of members of the Board to be taken into account i#€he
preparation of the study; those remarks were reflected in the minutes

the meeting.
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Dr MONTâLVAN agreed not to press his point»
The text of the resolution was approved.
Date and"Place of the Ninth World Health Assembly (EBl6,R6)
Date and Place of the Seventeentii Session of the Executive. В Q a rd (EB16«R7丄
Allotments Issued Under Regular Fronds (ЕВ1б«Е8)
Establishment of the_Refii°nal

Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board (:ai6。Rll)
The texts of these resolutions чете successively approved without comment.
Standing Committee en Ajmj-nivStration and Finance (EBl6^P12)
Dr van ZileffiiDF,considered that tha veráing of paragraph II, 2, did not cover
every possibility;

for instance, a government might decide to change the member

which is designa u©d to the Executive В oar à o

He therefure suggested a rewording to

meet every contingencyc

•

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said

if the suggestion of Dr Hyde was accepted,

mention would also have to be made in the paragraph of Rule 2 of the Board's Rules of
Procedure, which made provision for the State Member to change the person it designated*
BâSÎâiSîiî

The fo33.owing rewording of paragraph II, 2 vas adopted:

"DECIDFS that in the event that any of the above-named persons is unable
to attend its meetings, his successor or alternate member of the Board
designated by the governmerit concerned, in accordance with Rule 2 or Rule 3
of tho Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board, shall participate in the
work of the Commi.ttee ^ “
The text of the resolution was approved, ae amended, and with minor drafting dianges
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page 14UHICEF/ШО Joint Committee on Health Policy (EB16.R13)
Standing Coinmittee on Non-Governmental Organizations (EB16.R1A)
Committee on Arrears of Contributions in Respect of the Office.Interpational d'ífrglehe
Publique (EB16.R15)
Malaria Eradication Programme (ЕВ1б«Л1б)
The text of these resolutions was approved without comment.
The CHiURMÁN said that the Board had now completed its agenda.

Before closing

the session, he would like to thank members for tiieir co-operation and for the
expeditious way in which they had dealt with business.
Godspeed on their return journeys.

The_meeting ros孕 a节 g,g?

He would wish them all

